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What is a makerspace?
A makerspace is “…a physical location where people gather to share resources and knowledge, work on projects,
network, and build” (EDUCAUSE, 2013). Makerspaces provide equipment, tools, and space in a community
environment to foster collaboration for creative endeavors, hands-on learning, rapid prototyping, and invention.
With roots in engineering and the “maker culture” technology, makerspaces have evolved in academia as crossdisciplinary cooperative workshop areas that include tools and equipment that are too expensive or specialized
for most people to have in their homes, and to provide a gathering place for like-minded people to create and
collaborate. The focus of makerspaces is on the creation of new knowledge, as opposed to the consumption
and reorganization of information and knowledge.
There is no standardization of makerspaces in terms of the types of equipment, tools, or computer programs
that are offered. The space and equipment are determined by the needs of the users. The first modern library
makerspace appeared in the Fayetteville Free Library in upstate New York in about 2011, and began with
offering a 3D printer in the library for public use. 3D printers have now become one of the most commonly
found types of equipment in library makerspaces. Other equipment that might be offered, due to the
technology roots of makerspaces, are small electronics and/or robotics. Over time, makerspaces have also
evolved into “innovation spaces,” incorporating services beyond production of physical objects such as data
visualization arrays, computer modeling, presentation studios and even virtual reality rooms. The most basic
services include collaborative areas with white boards, walls with chalkboard paint, and collaborative computing
spaces.

Health Sciences & Academic Libraries Makerspaces
The committee visited the Georgia State University Library to tour and discuss the development and
implementation of the Collaborative University Research & Visualization Environment (CURVE). This space was
designed and planned over 2 years and required collaboration from IT and the University Library. Focus groups
were also conducted to guide the development of the space. With a budget of approximately $1.2 million, the
final design of the space includes an interactive touch wall, a 4K work station, collaborative workstations, and 3D
scanners. The floor plan of the space can be viewed at http://sites.gsu.edu/curve/curve-floor-plan/. On the one
year anniversary of the opening of CURVE, the University Library authored an annual report that outlines how
the space was used by students and faculty. The document reports on selected projects, workshops, and class
projects that resulted from use of the space.
The committee reviewed a makerspace task force report created by librarians at the University of Maryland
Health Sciences and Human Services Library that included an appendix of academic library makerspaces (Kim,
Brown, Bodycomb, & Pinho, 2014). To focus the committee’s efforts for this report, the committee investigated
four health sciences libraries on university campuses that had established makerspaces or innovation labs: the
University of Maryland Health Sciences and Human Sciences Library (HS/HSL), NOVA Southeastern University
Health Professions Division Library, the University of Florida Health Sciences Library, and the University of Texas
Health Sciences Center. Each of these makerspaces included 3D printing, and all but the University of Texas
included 3D scanning as well. The University of Texas Makercloset website includes plans for 3d scanning in its
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expansion. The University of Maryland HS/HSL Innovation Space provided the highest variety of tools for its
users including but not limited to a large-scale DNA model, virtual reality goggles, and a poster printer.
Two of the universities, NOVA Southeastern University and the University of Texas, received grants from the
NNLM or NLM to develop their makerspaces.
Please see Appendix A for a list of health sciences libraries with makerspaces that the committee reviewed.

Augusta Community Makerspaces
The clubhou.se is a local community incubator that supports knowledge, creativity, and implementation of
creative and innovation projects. The incubator hosts community events and reoccurring classes on 3D printing,
coding, graphic design, and other makerspace hardware and software.
Augusta University faculty and staff support the clubhou.se by offering training through the incubator. For
example, Mr. Bill Gray, facilitates the 3D Printing Club events.
The clubhou.se presents a unique opportunity for community collaborations and potential grant partnerships
after the implementation of the Greenblatt makerspace.

Augusta University Makerspace Equipment and Campus Feedback
The committee met with stakeholders on both main campuses of the university to identify equipment and
software in use across the enterprise.


IT and Instructional Designers
The committee communicated with health sciences IT support and instructional designers to inquire
about software and equipment within their academic units. No equipment or software was identified.



College of Education
The committee met with Mr. Bill Gray, Manager of Educational Technology for the College of Education
(COE). COE has been 3D printing for about 6 months using a printer that Mr. Gray created for
approximately $350 using open sources software and parts. Filament is purchased from Fox Smart. COE
is considering the purchase of a 3D scanner. The COE Instructional Resource Center also owns a
nonfunctioning MakerBot.
Use of the printer is mediated by Mr. Gray and students have used the printer to create busts of
historical figures for a class assignment. The Department of Medical Illustration has also used the printer
to create medical objects. Students are only charged for the cost of the filament (.10 per ounce) and the
average print ranged from $1.00 - $5.00.
Mr. Gray gave the following recommendations:


Keep your costs in check and only pay $3000 for an industrial printer
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Consider your printing material: Resin vs. filament
Only buy a 3D printer that includes cooling settings (fans)
Consider hosting software training sessions for 3D printing
There are many resources to download 3D files to print:
 Tinkercad
 Thingiverse
 YouMagine
 Smithsonian X3D
 NASA
3D printers to consider
 mUVe
 Monoprice

Medical Illustration
The committee met with Ms. Amanda Y. Behr, Interim Chair and Program Director for Medical
Illustration. The department of Medical Illustration owns a LulzBot TAZ 6 3D printer, a MakerBot
(nonfunctioning) 3D printer, and an Oculus Rift virtual reality headset.
Ms. Behr extended an invitation to the committee to attend a vendor demonstration from Stratasys.
The demonstration including an uPrint 3D Printer and a 3D scanner. Cost for leasing the equipment with
scheduled refreshes ranged between $35,000-$40,000/year.



Basic Science Chairs, VP of Research, and Campus Administrators

After meeting with Ms. Sarah Long, Director of Research Operations in the Office of the Senior Vice
President for Research, an email was sent to the department chairs of the basic science areas and
additional campus stakeholders for feedback. Two responses were received:
I think it would be important to check with department chairs and determine the need for 3D
printers and virtual reality headsets for NIH funding in their departments. With our budget
situation, it seems prudent to allocate equipment resources more in line with areas most likely to
generate research funding…
I think this sounds like a great idea. Many libraries are transforming into “media centers” these
days. Having 3-D printers, visualization tools, etc. would be outstanding for our students,
especially, as well as for our staff and faculty. And, the relative porosity (read: public access)
makes the library an especially good location for such resources…I’d focus initially on having
several 3-D printers. That would produce a very visible “win” early on.

Augusta University Goals and Curriculum
The development and implementation of a makerspace supports many strategic priorities and organizational
goals of the university. Specifically, the makerspace supports Strategic Priorities 2 and 3:


Strategic Priority 2: Be a comprehensive research university (Thorton, 2013)
o Organizational Goal 3: Provide an environment that promotes innovative education.
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Strategic Priority 3: Be a nationally & internationally recognized leader in research, discovery, and
scholarship (Thorton, 2013)
o Organizational Goal 1: Support a culture of collaboration and interdisciplinary research,
discovery, and scholarship.
o Organizational Goal 2: Foster novel research and creative activities that lead to discoveries with
significant academic, therapeutic and economic impact.
o Organizational Goal 4: Promote a culture of undergraduate and graduate student research.

The innovation nature of makerspaces fosters interdisciplinary research. Academic programs that may be
interested in using this space includes, but is not limited to, Biology, Physics, Biomedical Sciences, Clinical Lab
Sciences, Dentistry, Medical Illustration, and Medicine.

Recommendations
Naming the Makerspace
The committee recommends that the space should be given a name that reflects the creative environment of
this space and incorporates university branding, such as the Jaguars. Potential names include: Design Den,
Innovation Incubator, or Creative Corner.
3D Printing
The quality and speed of 3D printers ranges from hobby level to active production. Students and faculty at
Augusta University would most benefit from the availability of two 3D printers, one at the testing/idea level and
one at the modeling level. For this purpose, the committee recommends the following hardware and software
to establish the Greenblatt Library makerspace. As the usage and needs of 3D printing in the curriculum and
student inquiry increase, further assessment of printers should be made that will facilitate larger modelling and
better detail.

Hardware
3D Printers
Lulzbot Taz 6
 The Lulzbot Taz 6 is a mid-level 3D printer that is commonly used in universities including the
University of Maryland the NOVA Southeastern University. The Taz 6 allows for fairly large prints and
additional extruders can be purchased to accommodate flexible filament and dual extrusion. The
Lulzbot design focuses on open software and open hardware which allows for some modification and
specifications to the users’ need and allows for a variety of software to work compatibly with the
printers.
uPrint SE


The uPrint SE is a high-level 3D printer that allows for a high level of detail and precision. The uPrint
system also includes a dual extractor option and soluble materials so that interlocking parts can be
printed simultaneously. The soluble material is then dissolved away to allow for a fully functioning
model. This feature eliminates the need to print several separate pieces and combine them after the
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print. The uPrint system is in a contained unit to reduce the fumes and disturbances of the print. (See
Appendix H for the vendor quote)

Mojo


The Mojo is the uPrint SE smaller partner, designed for quick material changes and faster, smaller,
printers. The Mojo prints the 3D model and support material simultaneously to allow for more
delicate design and interlocking parts. The support material is then dissolved away in the Wave Wash
cleaning system. (See Appendix G for the vendor quote)

Computers


In addition to a dedicated 3D printing computer (which will allow for the management and
implementation of print designs to both 3D printers), the makerspace should utilize the Greenblatt
Library’s iPads to provide 3D designing stations. Further designing software may be made available
on the student computers in the library with information and guides on 3D design and options
available at the makerspace.

Software
CatalystEX Software
 The CatalystEX Software converts STL files into 3D modeling print paths. While this software will only
work with the uPrint SE and is not Open Source, the structured support behind the product allows
for more reliable upgrades.
Cura
 Cura is a free software that Lulzbot has specialized for their printers. This software will convert STL
files into GCODE for printing. Cura will also allow trained library staff and faculty to check student
print files for issues such as surface holes, floating surfaces, and files too large to print.
Autodesk 123D
 Autodesk 123D provides several free designing and editing software for 3D modelling for a variety of
skill levels. In addition, Autodesk 123D has apps designed to work on Mac, PC, and iPads as well as
the ability to generate 3D models from photos.

Data Visualization
As David McCandless, a data journalist, said in a 2010 TED talk on the beauty of data visualization, “…by
visualizing this information, we turned it into a landscape that you can explore with your eyes, a kind of map
really, a sort of information map. And when you're lost in information, an information map is kind of useful.”
With increasing creation and use of “big data,” students and researchers are working with powerful computers
and high-definition monitors to display and manipulate large detailed images in order to create graphical ways
to display and navigate large sets of data. Data visualization displays allow for collaborative visual and data-rich
research projects.
Data visualization displays come in a variety of formats. Many are composed of an array of monitors grouped
together to provide a tiled, large display space. Others are one large, high-definition monitor. Some of the
monitors are touch screens as well, where images can be physically manipulated by users. Any of these
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configurations require a dedicated server that has the capacity to support the requirements for managing large
images and data sets.
After visiting libraries that have installed data visualization displays, the Greenblatt Library Makerspace
Committee recommends an 84" single high-definition monitor for data visualization. This recommendation is
based on several factors:




The size of the room where the makerspace will be located in the Greenblatt Library
The budget for creation of the entire makerspace
Input from members of the Augusta University Information Technology team

The committee consulted with Augusta University's Information Technology department, who contacted a
vendor for the monitor for data visualization. The vendor provided two estimates: One that included a touch
screen and one that did not (See Appendices E & F for full estimate and cost breakdown).
Hardware
Monitor recommendations from the vendor:
With touch screen – Planar UR8651-MX-ERO-T
Without touch screen – NEC PSP GOVT/EDUCATIONx841UHD-2
Either monitor would also require several peripheral devices such as wireless keyboard and mouse,
cables, USB extenders, and labor and installation. Both quotes include a 3-year maintenance contract.
The final quotes are reflected in the Budget section of this report.
Because the vendor quotes came in very late (January 25, 2017), the Greenblatt Library Makerspace Committee
was unable to get estimates on other options for the data visualization equipment such as a smaller screen size
or non-high-definition monitors.
Implementation

Space, Location, and Room Layout
The committee recommends that the makerspace should be located on the first floor of Greenblatt
Library, specifically in room 123. Although this will require repurposing student study space, the
committee recommends this room because it is highly visible to all visitors and in direct sight of the
information desk for security considerations. A recommended room layout can be viewed in Appendix
B.

Staffing
The committee recommends that Access Services staff should be trained on operation and management
of equipment and services. All makerspace training needs should be addressed and led by a team of
librarians.

Operating Procedures
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Appendix C: Glossary

Extruder

The part of the 3D printer that deposits the liquefied (usually heated and melted)
filament.

Filament

The material being used to create the model, most often a type of thermoplastic.

3D Printing

A process where liquid or semi-liquid material is laid down in many thin layers in
succession to create a physical object.

3D Scanning

A process of capturing digital information about an object’s dimensions, shape, and
appearance through laser, light, or digital photographs.

MakerBot

A 3D printer company that develops a range of printers and printer parts and accessories.
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